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 Elevate EST:  Exceptional Speaker Training 

o Welcome!!

o Elevate EST STAGE 2 Has 4 Major Themes:
o Even more SPEAKING from PARTICIPANTS,
o INCREDIBLE COMMUNITY & TRIBE CONNECTION,
o NEW MATERIAL on being an Exceptional Speaker,
o REVIEW of material from STAGE 1.

o Elevate EST (Exceptional Speaker Training) is a PROVEN framework to teach you HOW to:
o Calm Your Nerves,
o Create Your Message,
o Craft Your Content,
o Capture Your Platform,
o Captivate Your Audience, and
o Cultivate Your Speaking Business.

o Introductions:
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o Over the next two days in this PROVEN program, you will learn:
1. The Elevate EST GPS Framework™,
2. To Dig A Little Deeper,
3. Exceptional Speaker Practice,
4. Exceptional Speaker Evaluation,
5. The Business of Exceptional Speakers,
6. A Strategy For Growing Your Exceptional Speaking Business.

o You will give 3 speeches (up to 10 mins each), plus one video testimonial!

Notes:  One Rule = Take LOTS of Notes! 
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  The Elevate EST GPS (Guideposts 
   for Public Speakers) Framework™ 

The Elevate EST GPS (Guideposts for Public Speakers)™: 
A person who knows their story and understands its significance shares their struggle with 
an audience.  They discover a solution and describe the steps they took to overcome, 
clarifying a strategy of action for the audience.  The speaker enters the audience’s story as a 
sage and supports them as the hero in their journey, empowering them towards success. 

The Elevate EST GPS (Guideposts for Public Speakers)™: 
1) STORY → A person who knows their story…
2) SIGNIFICANCE → And understands its significance…
3) SHARES → Shares their struggle with an audience.
4) SOLUTION → They discover a solution…
5) STEPS → And describe the steps they took to overcome…
6) STRATEGY → Clarifying a strategy of action for the audience.
7) SAGE → The speaker enters the audience’s story as a sage…
8) SUPPORT → And supports them as the hero in their journey…
9) SUCCESS → And empowering them towards success.

Let’s discover this in visual form… 
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The Elevate EST GPS™: 

1) STORY → A person who knows their … 

Your Brain on Story 
We live in a society that is driven by narrative and story.  Why? 
Because story connects BOTH the right and left sides of your brain.  When the right side and left side of 

your brain connect on an idea or narrative or storyline, it locks it into your long-term memory. 

Your brain on story is different than your brain when it is receiving any other form of information, 
including straight facts and data.  There are proven intersections between neuroscience, biology, and story 
we can’t ignore.  The threads of stories that we read, hear, watch, and click on affect us intrinsically. 
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Notes: 

Why STORY?  The Human Brain on “S.T.O.R.I.E.S.”: 
o “S” –     – the neuroscience linking storytelling to audience engagement, 

empathy, and behaviour change is profound.  Stories are how we are wired.  Stories take place in the 
imagination.  To the human brain, imagined experiences are processed the same as real experiences.  

o “T” –     – Stories provide Exceptional Speakers with a chance to connect 
transparently and authentically with their audience. 

o “O” -    - Stories provide order.  Humans seek certainty and narrative structure is 
familiar, predictable, and comforting. This gives the audience a safety net. 

o “R” –    – Story activates mirror neurons and oxytocin.  Oxytocin is a neurochemical in 
the brain that gives the "it's safe to approach others" signal in the brain.  Safety = rapport.   

o “I” – Interconnectedness - Stories are about collaboration and connection.  They transcend
generations, engage us through emotion, and connect us to others.  Stories allow us to understand
ourselves better and to find our commonality with others.

o “E” - – Stories are the pathway to engaging our right brain and triggering
our imagination.  By engaging our imagination, we become participants in the narrative.  We can step 
out of our own shoes, see differently, and increase our empathy for others.   

o “S” – Systems - Stories are how we think.  They are how we make meaning of life.  We can call them
schemas, scripts, cognitive maps, mental models, metaphors, or narratives, stories are how we explain
how things work, how we make decisions, how we justify our decisions, how we persuade others, how
we understand our place in the world, create our identities, and define and teach social values.
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o The Most Amazing and Life-Changing Revelation?  Your story has all the strength you need, for every
area of your life.  Your experiences in the past qualify you for the present.  Over and over, we can pull
from our story, find superpowers in our experiences, and raise our game.

o No matter what you have actually experienced in life, what is even more important is the story you tell
yourself about what you have experienced.  Some people’s stories empower them, and others
disempower them.  Here is what these folks say…

My story is what has held me back. 
I am not grateful for the pain, because it made me fail in my game. 

I am the victim in this story, and trauma defines me. 

o Look at the contrast:
o My story is my superpower.

 I am grateful for the pain, because it made me raise my game.
• I am the hero in this story, and resilience is my secret weapon.

o YOUR SUCCCESS OR FAILURE IS ALWAYS IN YOUR STORY – In ALL areas, but especially as a speaker.
What matters most is how you see yourself…
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o Exceptional Speakers build a “Story Inventory”.  A Story Inventory helps get an Exceptional Speaker
into the mindset of looking at the moments of their lives and turning them into speaking material:
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2) SIGNIFICANCE → And understands its … 

o Your story needs stakes.  A story without stakes is boring.  If there are no stakes, there is no story.

o Why does your story need stakes?  Neuroscience:
• Tension = attention,
• If you sustain attention then it is more likely that the people hearing the story will start to the share

the emotions of the main characters in the story,
• If people share the emotions of the main characters, then they are likely to mimic the feelings and

behaviors of the characters when the story is over,
• Listening to a character story like this can cause oxytocin to be released,
• If oxytocin is released, then it is more likely that people will trust the situation and the storyteller

and more likely that they will take whatever action the storyteller asks them to take.

o As it relates to being Exceptional Speakers, the obvious question is: What will the audience lose if they
don’t buy into what you are speaking about?

o People Are Motivated by :  Emphasizing potential loss is more than 
just good storytelling; it’s good behavioral economics.  In certain situations, people are two to three 
times more motivated to make a change to avoid a loss than they are to achieve a gain.   

o What Are You Helping Your Audience  ?  What negative consequences are you helping your 
audience avoid?  Once you have defined the stakes, your audience will be motivated to resist failure. 

o People Are Motivated by Aspirational . 

o Three Dominant Aspirational Ambitions:
 To win position or , 
 To with someone or something that makes them complete, 
 To self-actualize and finally maximize . 

o The Highest Need in Maslow’s Hierarchy…
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o Before and After:  We must tell our audience what their lives will look like after they listen to our talk,
or they will not be motivated to do so.  Talk about the end vision we have for their lives in our talks.

Elevate EST 
Before & After Grid 

Before Your Talk After Your Talk 

How do they feel?  Emotional State 

How is their outlook?  Perspective 

What is their status?  Status 

Where are they headed?  Vision 

What do they have?  Security 

Who are they with?  Relationships 
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Notes: 

3) SHARE → Shares their with an audience… 

o To be an Exceptional Speaker, your talk needs to be two things:
1) - Three elements to the art of persuasion: 

1. Ethos: The speaker is perceived by the audience as credible (or not).
2. Logos: The speaker persuades the audience using logic.
3. Pathos: The speaker persuades the audience by making them feel certain emotions.

The persuasiveness of a speaker by a listener is based on the listener’s perception of 3 characteristics of the 
speaker:   

1. The credibility (ethos) of the speaker (reliability, honesty, competence), and
2. The intelligence (logos) of the speaker (correctness of opinions, or logic),
3. The empathy (pathos) of the speaker (emotion, passion).
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2) - Your Message Must F.L.O.W.: 
o “F” - Focus Your Message
o “L” - Learn Your Material – Master your material!
o “O” - Organize Your Message – Put what you have to say in a logical sequence…
o “W” - Work on an      – The elements of an amazing delivery of your

Message range from verbals to non-verbals.  They encompass everything from skill in using metaphors
and presupposition, to total verbal control, to effective body language, posture, and eye contact.  The
more your audience feels like you are having a conversation with them, the more effective you will be.

4) SOLUTION → They discover a … 

Solutions from your Story: 
o No experience should ever be wasted.  We are the combined total of every relationship we’ve

experienced, every situation we’ve been in, and every struggle we’ve been through.  Every event is a
learning opportunity, each difficulty is for development, and every pain can be a gain.  Pain is
mandatory, but misery is optional.

o There is incredible treasure waiting inside each one of us.  The world needs what you have.  The
dreams and inspiration and gifts and aspiration inside of you can light the way, heal the wounds,
solve the problems and meet the needs of many people.

o The greatest thing we can do with our trash-type experiences is to find the treasures in them.  Find
the treasure in the trash!  Life doesn’t happen TO you, it happens FOR you…

o Inventory Your Journey:
1) WHAT HAVE I EXPERIENCED?  THE TRASH

• What Are My Past Successes & Failures?  My Highs and My Lows?
• What Has Been My Education, Roles, and Work History?
• What Grief and Pain Have I Walked Through?
• What Struggles Have I Overcome?

2) WHAT HAVE I LEARNED?  THE TREASURE
• 2 things I have learned from my journey about overcoming pain, trauma, and difficulty are…
• 2 things I have learned from my journey about inspiration and fulfilling my dreams are…
• 2 things I have learned from my journey about health and wellness are…
• 2 things I have learned from my journey about healthy relationships are…
• 2 things I have learned from my journey about spirituality and values are…
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• 2 things I have learned from my journey about leadership and influencing others are…
• 2 things I have learned from my journey about making money and being successful are…

3) HOW WILL I SHARE IT?  THE TELL.
Never de-value your life experience and even the trash by not leveraging them to offer support and
encouragement to others.  Give the gift of your journey to others!

o Share with others what you have experienced and lived through.  You will be replenished
when you see how your scars heal, empower and refresh others.

o People don't care about your money, fame, or success.  They care about your scars.  I love
the image on the screen, because though he is a scarred lion and a torn lion, he is still a lion!
His scars only make him more dangerous, and so do yours!

√ My wounds are my weapon! √ My pain is my possibility!
√ My scars are my solutions! √ My bruise is my blessing!
√ My trauma is my treasure! √ My funnies are my fortune!
√ My grief is my gift! √ My story is my superpower!

o Exceptional Speakers take a fresh look at their story, and stories, and they realize in the trash of their
experiences is the treasure of their learnings, which provide solutions they can share with the world.
In the trash of your experiences is the treasure of your learnings, which provide solutions you can
share with the world…

5) → And describe the steps they took to overcome…

o A) Organized by Frameworks:  Make the plan and the content sequential for your audience.  Chunk it
down into smaller pieces and manageable steps.  A framework is simply an organized way to think
about a complex concept.  A framework is a step-by-step process for achieving a specific outcome.  It is
an organizing process to help people get from A to B.  These steps help a person achieve a specific
outcome.  The best example of this is “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People” by Stephen Covey.  All
frameworks are easy:
 You start with the whole concept,
 Then break it into ideas or sub-concepts,
 Then break each idea or sub-concept into main points,
 Explain each main point,
 Share stories and strategies along the way.
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o B) Creating a Content Outline:
1. Begin by talking about the need or challenge,
2. Share your story, your journey, your failures, and your successes,
3. Provide a solution overview,
4. Break down in detail the steps or framework of your solution, the roadmap or path,
5. Share do’s and don’ts, and FAQs,
6. Share next steps – “where do we go from here?”

o C) Break It Down into Steps:
• My “story of struggle” is…. 
• My “solution search story” is…
• My “surprising results” are…
• My “secret revelation” is…
• My “step-by-step framework” is…

o Common Approaches When It Comes to Breaking It Down into Steps:
o Alliteration – Taking a series of concepts and using the same first letter for each point,
o Acrostics, i.e. “Discovering Your L.I.F.E.F.I.T.”,
o Numbered Lists, i.e. “The Top 5 Ways to Avoid Being Hacked”,
o Alphabet, i.e. “The ABC’s of Digital Marketing”,
o What Is, What Could Be, and How to Get There,
o 3-Part Lists.

Notes: 
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6) STRATEGY → Clarifying a strategy of for the audience… 

o What is the real measure of our effectiveness as speakers?  Exceptional Speakers inspire exceptional
change in their audience.  Action is the key.  So, Exceptional Speakers perfect their call to action.

o A call to action involves communicating a clear and direct step our audience can take to overcome their
challenge and return to a peaceful life.  Without clear calls to action, people will not engage fully.

o 2 Types of Calls to Action:

1. A Call to , and 

2. A Call to

7) → The speaker enters the audience’s story as a sage…

1. The word “sage” comes from the Latin word, “sapere”, which means to be wise.  A sage is a profoundly
wise person.  Exceptional Speakers are seen by the audience as a sage.

2. The Two Qualities of a Sage:

1. - People trust speakers who understand them.  Oprah Winfrey, 
perhaps the most influential woman on the planet, once explained the three things every human 
being wants most are to be seen, heard, and understood.  This is the essence of empathy.  People 
don’t care how much you know, until they know how much you care. 

2. - Expertise is really competence.  When looking for a sage, 
people trust someone who knows what they’re doing.  The sage doesn’t have to be perfect, but the 
sage needs to have serious experience helping other people win in life and business.  So, how can 
we demonstrate expertise?  
 Story Telling,
 Sharing Results,
 Social Proof
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8) SUPPORT → And supports them as the in their journey… 

o The audience is the hero.  Though Exceptional Speakers share their stories, the story is not about us.

o Please don’t be tempted to position yourself as the hero.  You are the sage; your audience is the hero.

o Exceptional Speakers always focus on the hero, and the audience is the hero in their journey.  People
are not looking for another hero, they simply need a sage.  This is all about loving your audience and
being overwhelmingly invested in their success…

9) SUCCESS → Empowering them towards . 

o How does your audience define success?  The audience defines success in much the same was as the
Exceptional Speaker does.  Exceptional Speakers inspire exceptional change in their audience.  Action
is the key.  So, Exceptional Speakers empower their audience towards success and transformation.

o We all want to transform.  People are designed to continually transform, evolve, grow and change!

o Crucial Questions Exceptional Speakers Ask Themselves:
 What do you want your audience to feel?
 What stories are holding your audience back from being empowered?
 Who does your audience want to become?
 What kind of people does your audience want to be?
 What journey has your audience gone through to get where they are?
 What is the aspirational identity of your audience?
 What does your audience aspire towards?
 What does your audience believe they need in order to flourish?
 What does your audience feel they need in order to transform?

Thinking about and knowing the answers to these questions will make you an Exceptional Speaker… 
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Notes: 
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Notes: 
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Exceptional Speaker Practice: 
• Practice:

o Average TED Talk speaker practices 6 months,
o Practice emotion,
o Practice logic,
o Practice storytelling,

• Practice:
o Practice modulation & inflection,
o Practice facial expressions.  Your face is another tool to communicate your message,
o Practice congruence between verbals and non-verbals.

• Practice:
o Practice your introduction,
o Practice your close,
o Practice jokes,
o Practice your speech word for word until it is basically memorized.

• Practice Pauses…
o Pauses increase curiosity,
o Pauses hold attention,
o Pauses build anticipation,
o Pause at the beginning of your speech,
o Pause after or before an important statement,
o Pause when telling a story.

• Practice The Big 4 Facial Expressions…
o Smiling
o Excitement
o Fear
o Curiosity

• Why Practice?  Self-Conscious Speakers:
o Are often not prepared,
o Feel disconnected from the audience,
o Feel disconnected from their message,
o Get in their own way,
o Are not in the zone.
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• 3 Types of Speakers…
o Incompetent, 
o Consciously , 
o Competent. 

• Why Practice?
o Conversation vs lecture,
o Fear, anxiety, and nerves,
o Delivery of verbals and non-verbals,
o Audience focused vs self-focused,
o New ideas often flow.

• How To Practice?
o Content first,
o Content + EMOTION second,
o Make it as real as possible,
o Use your imagination regarding the location, the audience, yourself, and the beginning, middle,

and end,
o Spend a lot of time on the beginning and close,
o Repetition is key!

Reprogramming The Subconscious: 

• Train Your Brain:

o Practice Visualizing - What do you see?

o Practice Auditorizing – What do you hear?

o Practice Kinesthetics - What do you feel?

• To Create A Visualization:

o Imagine an event or stimulus,

o Focus on the details:  Hippocampus,

o Focus on your feelings:  Amygdala,

o Your hypothalamus will release a chemical that matches the feeling from the event or stimulus.
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• What we consciously visualize creates a new perspective by creating filters through which we

automatically anticipate what will happen next.

• Each time we imagine seeing something, our visual cortex is active… just like when we actually do

something.

• Each time we imagine moving something, our pre-motor cortex and motor cortex are active… Just like

when we actually do something.

• Neural networks are created through visualization similar to how a memory of a real event is created.

In both the memory and visualization process, patterns of association are created via the neuron

network.

Notes: 
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Exceptional Speaker Presentation: 
• Top 10 Speaker Bad Habits…

• Bad Body Language...

• Mental Preparation…

• Grooming and Dress…

• What Audiences Don’t Want…

• What Audiences Want…

Body Language/Gestures: 
o They’re not the main ingredient of the speech, just the spice and herbs. Use selectively to

emphasize points.  Hands always at the side when not gesturing.
o Gestures must be rhythmic not forced.
o Gestures should only be used to emphasise words or support a point!
o Holler and Beatie found that gestures increase the value of our spoken message by 60%.
o Science of People analyzed thousands of hours of TED Talks and found one striking pattern:  The

most viral TED Talkers spoke with their words AND their hands.  They analyzed the top and bottom
TED Talks of all time, ranked by view count.  The least popular TED Talkers used an average of 272
hand gestures.  The most popular TED Talkers used an average of 465 hand gestures = double!

Gesture Acumen… 
1. Aligned,
2. Unforced,
3. Natural,
4. In The Box.

• Visual Aids…
o Attract engagement,
o Strengthen concepts,
o Change the focus,
o Relieve pressure,
o Clarify meaning,
o Support storytelling,
o Act as a guide for speaker.
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Notes: 
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Elevate EST Speaker Evaluation 
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Elevate EST Speaker Evaluation… 

30 Questions for Speaking Evaluation: 
For a speaker to improve, they need feedback from objective observers.  If you are evaluating a speaker, 
here are some topics to consider in giving feedback.  Please rate each question out of 10, with 10 being the 
highest and 0 the lowest. 

CONTENT: 
Message Development… 

1. Was the message organized (i.e. opening, body, conclusion)?
2. Did the structure and organization support the purpose of the speaker?
3. Was there a structure that held the audience’s attention?
4. Were examples, illustrations, facts and figures used to support the message?
5. Did the message flow logically and smoothly?

Effectiveness… 
6. Was I able to determine the speaker’s purpose?
7. Did the message relate directly to the purpose?
8. Was the message subject appropriate to the audience?
9. Was the audience’s attention held?
10. What was the audience’s reception to this message?

Speech Value… 
11. Did the speaker say something meaningful and valuable to the audience?
12. Has the speaker contributed to the audience’s thinking?
13. Humor:  was the message enjoyed?
14. Was original material presented? (New or different thoughts)
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DELIVERY: 
Physical Delivery… 

15. Did the speaker’s overall appearance support their purpose?
16. Did the body language exhibited match the words of the speaker?

Voice… 
17. Was vocal variety exhibited?
18. Did the speaker’s voice support their purpose? (angry, sad, uplifting, energetic)
19. Could the speaker be heard by everyone?
20. Was the voice used for emphasis (loud, demanding, soft, whispering)?

Manner… 
21. Was the speaker enthusiastic about their subject?
22. Did the speaker exhibit confidence and assurance?
23. Did the speaker show interest in the audience?

LANGUAGE: 
Appropriateness… 

24. Was the language used appropriate to the audience?
25. Did the language support the purpose of the speaker?
26. Were the words chosen vivid, clear, evocative?

Correctness… 
27. Were words pronounced correctly by the speaker?
28. Were the words used correct in their meaning/definition?
29. Was the speaker master of the words?  How effective was the use of words?
30. How did I feel about this speaker and message?
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Elevate EST Speaker Evaluation… 

30 Questions for Speaking Evaluation: 
For a speaker to improve, they need feedback from objective observers.  If you are evaluating a speaker, 
here are some topics to consider in giving feedback.  Please rate each question out of 10, with 10 being the 
highest and 0 the lowest. 

CONTENT: 
Message Development… 

1. Was the message organized (i.e. opening, body, conclusion)?
2. Did the structure and organization support the purpose of the speaker?
3. Was there a structure that held the audience’s attention?
4. Were examples, illustrations, facts and figures used to support the message?
5. Did the message flow logically and smoothly?

Effectiveness… 
6. Was I able to determine the speaker’s purpose?
7. Did the message relate directly to the purpose?
8. Was the message subject appropriate to the audience?
9. Was the audience’s attention held?
10. What was the audience’s reception to this message?

Speech Value… 
11. Did the speaker say something meaningful and valuable to the audience?
12. Has the speaker contributed to the audience’s thinking?
13. Humor:  was the message enjoyed?
14. Was original material presented? (New or different thoughts)
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DELIVERY: 
Physical Delivery… 

15. Did the speaker’s overall appearance support their purpose?
16. Did the body language exhibited match the words of the speaker?

Voice… 
17. Was vocal variety exhibited?
18. Did the speaker’s voice support their purpose? (angry, sad, uplifting, energetic)
19. Could the speaker be heard by everyone?
20. Was the voice used for emphasis (loud, demanding, soft, whispering)?

Manner… 
21. Was the speaker enthusiastic about their subject?
22. Did the speaker exhibit confidence and assurance?
23. Did the speaker show interest in the audience?

LANGUAGE: 
Appropriateness… 

24. Was the language used appropriate to the audience?
25. Did the language support the purpose of the speaker?
26. Were the words chosen vivid, clear, evocative?

Correctness… 
27. Were words pronounced correctly by the speaker?
28. Were the words used correct in their meaning/definition?
29. Was the speaker master of the words?  How effective was the use of words?
30. How did I feel about this speaker and message?
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Celebrate One Another 
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The Business of Exceptional Speakers 

• Speaking & Training Industry Facts…

• About 1/3 of learning and development content is focused on managerial and supervisory skills,

mandatory and compliance training, and profession- or industry-specific training.  The remaining 2/3 of

content cover topics such as processes and procedures, customer service, sales training, and executive

development.

• In 2019, according to TrainingIndustry.com, the training and speaking industry breaks down as follows

globally:

o $370.3 Billion USD per year,

o Annual Growth Rate = 2-4%

o Approximately 36% of training budgets are external, and 64% are internal.

• According to Forbes.com:

o There is an estimated $166 billion spent annually on leadership development in the USA alone,

o Companies estimate it takes 3-5 years to take a seasoned professional and make them fully

productive.

o According to a recent survey of 28,000 business leaders, leadership development is a high-

touch, in-person effort that focuses on soft skills.  Seventy-four percent of organizations use

instructor-led leadership training, and 63% use executive coaching, to deliver on the following

top-rated leadership skills:

 Improving coaching skills  (a priority for 34% of respondents)

 Communication (31%)

 Employee Engagement (27%)

 Strategic planning and business acumen (21%) Forbes.com

https://www.forbes.com/sites/chriswestfall/2019/06/20/leadership-development-why-most-programs-dont-work/?sh=6e37b6561de4
https://www.forbes.com/sites/chriswestfall/2019/06/20/leadership-development-why-most-programs-dont-work/?sh=6e37b6561de4
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• According to Forbes.com, the #1 area of spending is management and leadership – 35%.  Global

leadership gaps continue to be most pressing, and as millennials take on more responsibility, companies

need to build leadership skills at all levels and in all locations around the world.

o High-performing companies spend more than average companies.

• Finding Your Voice as a Speaker and Trainer…

o Marketing yourself as a speaker and trainer is about:

 Positioning yourself as an expert,

 Building authentic relationships,

 Connecting in a relevant way,

 Adding genuine value.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshbersin/2014/02/04/the-recovery-arrives-corporate-training-spend-skyrockets/?sh=318935f6c5a7
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• Discovering Your Areas of Expertise.  Everything you’ve gone through has prepared you for where

you’re going to…. 

o What Are My Past Successes & Failures?

o What Are My Highs and My Lows?

o What Has Been My Education, Roles, and Work History?

o What Grief and Pain Have I Walked Through?

o What Struggles Have I Overcome?

o What Are My Passions & Personality?

o What Am I Exceptional At?

o What Solutions To Real Problems Can I Sell With Credibility?

• 4 Questions to Help You Discover Speaking Clarity…

o What is the specific problem you want to solve?

o Who do you want to solve it for?

o Why do you want to solve it?

o How will your solution solve it?

Every Speaker Needs Clarity… 

Next Steps: 

• Build market presence as an expert in your solution-area,

• Partner with influencers and organize networking events,

• Offer lunch & learns,

• Online presence is critical.

• Post everything you do, get testimonials, re-post.
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• Keynotes…

• Workshops…

• Lunch and Learns…

• Webinars…

• Podcasts…

• Write a Book…

• Real-Life Experience…
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• What’s the Big Idea?

o Always Share Your Story… But What Is The Significance?

o Share Your Message… But What Is The Meaning?

o Be Authentic… But What Is The Application?

o The sharing of your story must always link to “takeways” or applications in the lives of your

listeners…

o Some Questions To Consider Leading To WIIFM...

 What Energy Are Your Emanating?

 What Possibilities Are Your Projecting?

 What Questions Are You Answering?

 What Wounds Are You Healing?

 What Problems Are You Solving?

 What Issues Are You Addressing or Processing?

 What Itches Are You Scratching?

 What Needs Are You Meeting?

o The People Who Are Hungriest For My Message…

 Dream Of?… Success.  Significance.  Making A Difference. Community. Leadership.

 Fear?… A life without success, impact.  Loneliness.

 Need?… To feel they are making a difference.  Need guidance for success.

 Google…

 Follow…

 Despise…

 Pay Good Money For…

 Would Never Pay For…
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A Strategy For Growing Your Speaking Business 

• Basic Business Development…

o Deliver Value and Good Will…  Before we sell anything, we need to offer value, and help them

get closer to the results they want.  When you deliver value and goodwill, your customers will

love you!

 What Results Do They Want To Achieve?

 What Fears Keep Them Up At Night?

 What Pain & Trauma Do They Need Healed?

 What Barriers Do They Face?

A Strategy For Growing Your Speaking Business – “PLATFORM”: 
1. “P” – Pick The Problem You Want To Solve – Choose Your Speaking Niche:

2. “L” - Learn & Cultivate Expertise On Both Problem & Solution – Aim for 20 to 1 ratio of your

knowledge to your speech:
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3. “A” - Activate Your Story and The Stories Of Others:

4. “T” – Tend To Your Heart, Tend To Your Talk:

• Tend to your heart…

• Tend to your talk…

• Create 3 Keynotes Around It.

• Be Creative and Recycle Content – Take what you have and adapt.

• The more niche your topic, the harder it is to get booked.

• The more unique your presentation on a common topic, the easier it is to get booked.

• Look up conference/event websites.

• Look up other speaker websites and other pages, i.e., Linked In.

• Look up topic listings on speaker bureau websites.

5. “F” – Fine-Tune Your Brand As An Expert and Thought Leader - Craft Your Brand Narrative As A

Thought Leader:
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6. “O” – Online Presence 10x Twice:

• Hot BRANDING

• Sizzling SOCIAL MEDIA

• Slick WEBSITE

• Quality LEAD MAGNETS

• Attractive ENERGY

7. “R” – Reach Out - To Event Planners, Speakers, and Organizers – NETWORK:
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Elevate EST Email Swipe File: 
Reaching out by email is still one of the best ways to connect with decision-makers for events.  Here are 
some different emails you can send out for different contexts, but before we get to that, these are general 
email marketing rules to follow for the purpose of reaching out for speaking gigs: 
1. Subject Lines - Keep your subject lines short and generally lower case.  Those are the types of subject 

lines you’d get from a friend and not someone trying to sell you something.
2. Send At The Right Time - Make a best guess as to when the best day and time would be to get your 

email opened and read.  For the most part, Monday all day, and Friday afternoons are not good.  People 
are either busy or starting to check out.  I prefer the middle of the week (Tuesday, Wednesday, or 
Thursday) between late morning and early afternoon.

3. Make It Personal - Don’t just spam people.  When possible, include first names in your greetings.  Also, 
whenever you can add something personal, do it.  For example, if you see in their bio any personal 
details about them that you can connect with legitimately, then mention that.  Remember, this is a 
relationship business, and your goal is to connect with the other person on a human level.

4. Use A Tool - You can do a lot of copy/paste to send out a bunch of emails but it’s simpler to use a tool. 
Try SerialMailer for mass email merge.  This will run through your personal email account (i.e. Outlook 
or Gmail) but keep in mind that providers like Gmail have a limit to the number of emails you can send 
in a 24 hour period.  For these emails, do not mass upload your emails to a tool like MailChimp as this is 
considered Spamming.

5. Email is a Numbers Game - If you send 5 cold emails and don’t get a reply, don’t be discouraged. The 
fact is you’re going to have to email a lot of contacts.  If you send 50 emails, you might only hear back 
from 5 and of those 5, only 1 may ever book you.  Have realistic expectations going in.  You’re going to 
have to send a lot of emails.

6. Look For National Organizations With Provincial or State or Local Conferences - One of the quickest 
ways to find a lot of emails and potential leads is to look for national organizations with provincial or 
state or local conferences.  Big national conferences can be hard to get into when you’re getting 
started, but the smaller “chapters” are usually smaller and easier to get in with.  If you find a big 
national conference that is your ideal audience, look and see if they have smaller chapters and 
conferences for the same organization.

7. Signature - Be sure to include a link to your website in the signature of your email.  If they’re interested 
and see your URL in the signature, they’ll go there.  Just make sure it’s there.

8. Professional Photos and Video – Make sure you have some professionally done photos on your 
website and at least one video that is professionally done, short, and showing you “speaking in action”.

9. Remember The Goal - The goal of emailing a potential contact is to get a reply.  In order to get a reply, 
don’t leave it open-ended.  Ask a specific question that is easy to reply to.  The easier you make it on 
them, the better your chances of getting a reply.

10. Keep It Short & Sweet - The longer your email, the less likely you’ll get a reply.  You don’t need to give 
them your life story.  If they’re interested, they’ll eventually ask.  But don’t open with that.
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Email #1: THE COLD EMAIL 
The goal here is to be short and sweet and just get a reply.  Send this to who you think is in charge of 
booking speakers.  If they’re not, they’ll tell you. 

Subject: quick question 
Hey (INSERT FIRST NAME) ... 
Quick question…I was curious who was responsible for booking speakers for ? 

Thanks! 
Abe 
Email Signature + Website 

If you think you know who the decision-maker is, send this email… 

Subject: quick question 
Hey Emily… 
I noticed your “Association of HR Professionals” conference is coming up in a few months in Edmonton.  I 
actually have a presentation called “How To Support Team Mental Health and Your Own.”  I think this topic 
could be a great fit for your conference.   
I was curious if you have started taking proposals for workshop presenters yet? 
Thanks! 
Abe 
Email Signature + Website 

Notice what happened in this email... 
• Do basic homework to see when and where the conference is.  Don’t email them asking when the

conference is when it’s plastered all over their site.
• Don’t pitch why you would be the perfect speaker.  Simply offer an idea of what you might be able to

speak about.
• It was short and easy to reply to.  To the point, with a clear reason for why the email was sent.
• Concluded with a clear question that could be answered with a simple yes or no.  This makes it easy for

the recipient.
• Always include email signature and website.  You don’t need to tell them to go to the site.  If they’re

interested, they’ll go anyway.
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Email #2: FOLLOW UP EMAIL (IF THEY DON’T REPLY) 
After sending a cold email, create a reminder to follow up in 2 weeks if you haven’t heard back.  Instead of 
creating a brand-new email, just forward the original email sent with this message... 

Hey (INSERT FIRST NAME)... 
I sent you the below email a few weeks ago but didn’t hear anything back, so I wasn’t sure if you got it?  I’d 
love to learn more about your conference... 
Thanks! 
Abe 
Email Signature 
Website 

A few thoughts on this email... 
• Waiting 2 weeks is long enough that if they were gone or busy or on vacation, they’ve had a chance to

get back and see your email.
• Forward the original email to jar their memory.  If you send them another cold email, it could confuse.
• If they don’t respond to this email, just let it go.  If they’ve ignored you twice, they’re probably not

interested right now.  Remember, it doesn’t mean they’ll never be interested, but at this moment,
they’re not.  They may even have speakers booked already.  Otherwise, they would have responded.
The more you continue to follow up at this point, the more annoying you become, and you’ll leave a
bad impression.  However, make a calendar note to check in with them for the next conference or
event.

Email #3: FOLLOW UP EMAIL (IF THEY DO REPLY) 
If they respond to either of these first emails and express interest, you’ll want to do one of two things… 
1. If they’re interested in you for a paid keynote or opportunity, call them.  You can get more detailed

information and sell yourself better over the phone.
2. If they’re interested in you for a free workshop spot for a conference, there’s no need to call.  Just reply

to their email answering any questions they have and giving them some more info.
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Pick 1-3 Speaking Zones At Most… 
1) Corporations – Hard access, high earnings.

2) Associations – Medium access, mid earnings.

3) Faith-Based – Medium access, low earnings.

4) Non-Profits – Easy access, low earnings.

5) Government – Hard access, high earnings.

6) University/College - Medium access, mid earnings.

7) Education (K-12) - Medium access, low earnings.

8) Other Speakers/Coaches – Easy access, $0+ earnings.

9) Podcasts – Easy access, low earnings.

10) Create Your Own – Easy access, unlimited earnings.

8. M – Monetize – One Solution, Multiple Platforms:
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How Should You Price Yourself? 

• Free to begin.

• Price match to audience capacity, cause, and your career progression.

• $250 - $1,500 0-50 paid speeches

• $1,500 - $3,000 50-100 paid speeches

• $5,000+ Very experienced

• $10,000 - $20,000 Authors & Exceptional Speakers

• $20,000+ #1 Best Selling Authors – Robin Sharma,

Simon Sinek, Brendon Burchard

• $50,000+ Household names

“A Strategy For Growing Your Speaking Business” - PLATFORM: 

1. P – Pick The Problem You Want To Solve,

2. L - Learn & Cultivate Expertise On Both Problem & Solution,

3. A - Activate Your Story and The Stories Of Others,

4. T – Tend To Your Heart, Tend To Your Talk,

5. F – Fine-Tune Your Brand As An Expert and Thought Leader,

6. O – Online Presence 10x Twice,

7. R – Reach Out,

8. M – Monetize.
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Always Remember Aristotle: 

Always Position Yourself Intelligently: 

• My “story of struggle” is…. 

• My “solution search story” is…

• My “surprising results” are…

• My “secret revelation” is…

• My “step-by-step framework” is…
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Speech Notes:  One Rule = Be Positive!  What did you love? 
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Speech Notes:  One Rule = Be Positive!  What did you love? 
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Speech Notes:  One Rule = Be Positive!  What did you love? 
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Speech Notes:  One Rule = Be Positive!  What did you love? 
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Notes:  One Rule = Take Lots of Notes! 
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 Celebrate One Another 



Profile:  Abe Brown, MBA 
Author, Elevate EST Exceptional Speaker Training™ 

Abe Brown, MBA, CMCT, CPHSA is the Coach’s Coach, 
and is an Entrepreneur, Professional Speaker, 
International Best-Selling Author, and High-
Performance Leadership Coach.  He is the founder of 
the Flourishing Life Coaching Program™, the CEO of 
Wellness Innovate Corp, and the CEO of Momentum 
Coaching. 

Abe is people-first, and is focused on supporting 
people, relationships, entrepreneurs, businesses, and 
non-profits to thrive.  Flourishing people produce 
flourishing relationships, businesses, and workplaces, 
along with high performance and profound positive 
impact.  Abe is also passionate about workplace mental 
health and changing the world by changing the 
workplace.  Along with the team at Wellness Innovate, 
Abe is the creator of Flourishing Workplaces™.  

Abe has started or led several businesses and non-
profits into the tens of millions of dollars, and has 
worked in the entrepreneur space, the corporate space, 
and the non-profit space at Senior Executive levels.  As 
past President of one of the largest Life & Executive Coach Training and Certification 
organizations in the world for 13 years, Abe trained and certified thousands of Life Coaches 
and Executive Coaches in North America and around the world.  Abe is focused on 
coaching leaders, executives, and entrepreneurs towards high-performance, resilience, and 
over-the-top results in both life and business.  Abe has also been a professional speaker for 
over two decades, has spoken professionally in 4 continents and over 20 countries around 
the world, and has spoke to audiences of tens of thousands. 

Abe earned a Master’s in Business Administration (MBA) from the University of Calgary 
Haskayne School of Business, and a Master’s in Religious Education and Counselling.  

http://www.flourishinglifecoaching.com/
https://wellnessinnovate.com/
https://www.momentumcoach.ca/coach/
https://www.momentumcoach.ca/coach/






Abe Brown – Author, Speaker, Coach

https://www.instagram.com/coachabe

https://www.facebook.com/AbeBrownCoach

https://elevateest.com

403.389.1190

abe@momentumcoach.ca

https://certifiedflourishingcoach.com
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